
My 
Opinion 
Of the 
MONTH 
Everything on this page is opinion based only!    After all, this is the OPINION of 
the month, not the FACTS of the month.    These are my personal thoughts and 
beliefs.    Don't take any of this shit seriously.

Of all things in the hack/crack world, the most common thing we use is warez.    
Now I'm not saying that we all use warez but I'm betting a pretty penny that most 
of us do.    Now, for those of us who do, we all know the place to go is Hotline.    
Holy shit yes.    And if we're not using Hotline out second choice would probably 
be IRC.    IRC is a bit more complicated and fewer files, but still works.    There are
also newsgroups and e-mail "trades", but as a last resort we would all go to the 
World Wide Web.    "Why?" we sometimes ask ourselves but there are times that 
we do use the internet to get warez.    

Now, one reason we use the internet as a last resort only is because it is not very 
reliable.    In fact, you can hardly find a desent link to an app these days.    Wonder 
why?    I'll tell you why.    People think its really cool to have a warez page right?    
So they go make one, but since they don't wanna take the time to upload or any shit
like that they resort to leaching. 
Leaching is when someone links from his page to another page that already has 
that link to another page or ftp that doesn't even work.    This is a bunch of shit.    
Now first of all before I get all shitheaded, I know these guys are just trying to do 
something good for their fellow warez'ers.    But come on!    The very least you 
could do is to check and see if the link even works before you put it on your page.   
I don't know how many times I've tried to download some file and get this same 
message from at least 5 other sites.

                    Error
     Netscape could not find file or directory   
      /pub/incoming/mac/warez/file.hqx
                        



This is bullshit.    If someone wanted to have a warez site that was liked by many, 
he would upload some god damn files.    Is it that hard while your watching tv to 
start uploading something?    People will love you, trust me.    You'll have hits left 
and right and you could even put Hotline out of business.    I doubt that last one 
would happen but I'm just trying to get you all phsyced.

So, the next time you make a warez page, upload some files or find links that 
actually work.    Don't leach.

I still give a lot of you guys tons of credit for checking your links often and who do
upload some files and such.    Keep up the good work.

This is retard signing out,
Q

 


